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Abstract: To mitigate climate change, city authorities are developing policies in areas such as transportation, housing and energy use, to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In addition to their effects on greenhouse gas emissions, these policies are likely to have consequences for the wellbeing of their populations for example through changes in opportunities to take physical exercise. In order to explore the potential consequences for wellbeing, we first explore what ‘wellbeing’ is and how it can be operationalized for urban planners. In this paper, we illustrate how wellbeing can be divided into objective and subjective aspects which can be measured quantitatively; our review of measures informs the development of a theoretical model linking wellbeing to policies which cities use to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Finally, we discuss the extent to which the links proposed in the conceptual model are supported by the literature and how cities can assess wellbeing implications of policies.
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1. Introduction

This paper is part of URGENCHE (Urban Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions in China and Europe), a European Commission funded project to assess the health and wellbeing implications of city policies for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The assessment is based on scenarios within seven case study cities and aims to identify the effects that municipal housing, transport and energy measures to reduce GHG emissions would have on health and wellbeing by the year 2020. While health related results are beginning to appear elsewhere [1], this paper focuses on wellbeing firstly because, despite being less well understood than health, wellbeing is a desirable goal in itself [2] and secondly it is critical for future wellbeing that we preserve an environment meets basic needs such as water and clean air [3]. Climate change threatens this and even where basic needs can be met it is likely to increase psychological stressors through, for example, unpredictable weather patterns and migration [4]. To implement mitigation policies the agreement of the people is needed. Consensus is more likely if current wellbeing is not compromised and if there is a shared understanding of the possible co-benefits compared with dis-benefits of policies [4,5].

WHO Regional Office for Europe’s proposed definition is that wellbeing “comprises an individual’s experience of their life as well as a comparison of life circumstances with social norms and values” [6]. In addition to academics, “wellbeing” is of interest to charities [7], non-governmental organizations [8,9] and governments [10] in order to understand how society is “doing” [11]. Given the aim of URGENCHE is to provide quantitative estimates of consequences of implementing GHG reduction policies, wellbeing is primarily operationalized here through scales and indices rather than through qualitative work.

The project’s empirical limitation to the real actions implemented in cities has meant that URGENCHE assessments of wellbeing are restricted to the GHG interventions under consideration by the project cities: it therefore does not include urban planning policies such as creating green space, or increasing housing density as they were not chosen by the URGENCHE cities as part of the project. However, this does not indicate that such policies would not have wellbeing effects.

The objectives of this paper were firstly to develop a conceptual framework of wellbeing relevant to greenhouse gas reduction policies and secondly to operationalize the introduced concepts in order to guide the study of the effects of GHG policies on wellbeing. The conceptual model emerged from both a priori and a posteriori processes: from the authors’ previous experience of the literature in this area and their experiences of working with cities for URGENCHE and also from evidence collected through our compilation of literature (details provided later) undertaken specifically for the project; thus the authors concur with Williamson that the distinction between the two processes is superficial [12].

2. A Conceptualization of Wellbeing Relevant to Greenhouse Gas Reduction Policies

In this section we make a very limited introduction to the concept of wellbeing in order to introduce the reader to the concept. If the reader is interested in a more critical study of the concept we suggest
that they peruse some of the following references [13–18].

The concept of wellbeing is currently under discussion and development but it is generally recognized that it involves subjective and objective components [6,19–22]. The subjective aspects of wellbeing involve the first part of the WHO Regional Office for Europe definition—an individual’s experiences [6] including “psychological functioning and affective states” [19]. Objective wellbeing involves “a comparison of life circumstances with social norms and values” [6]. Thus wellbeing can be seen as enacted on both an individual subjective level and a social objective level. In addition to the subjective/objective dimension, wellbeing is also theorized in terms of hedonic/eudemonic dimensions: “hedonic” wellbeing involves happiness, pleasure and enjoyment where wellbeing is achieved by avoiding pain and seeking pleasure, and “eudemonic” wellbeing which is achieved through finding purpose, meaning and fulfillment [20,21,23].

WHO’s 1948 Constitution defines health as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” [24] and thus views disease and infirmity as one end of a spectrum and wellbeing as the opposite end; thus health is both absence of disease and presence of wellbeing. It appears that health is both a determinant and an outcome of wellbeing or they are mutually constitutive factors [19]. The definition also reflects the Cartesian philosophical idea that the mind and the body represent different functioning systems [25] and thus physiology (or physical health) can be separated from subjective wellbeing. Despite the shortcomings of this approach [25], for clarity we will use “health” in this restrictive sense, referring to absence of disease and directly measurable outcomes such as life expectancy. Although the WHO definition of health (which encompasses wellbeing) is from 1948, it is only in the last three decades that discussion on the need to measure different aspects of non-physical health and wellbeing has gained prominence.

The term “wellbeing” is used in association with “positive mental health” [26,27]. In our conceptual model we have therefore considered studies that measure mental health to be measuring wellbeing; however it must be noted that wellbeing is more than just absence of psychological distress [22,28,29]. The WHO Regional Office for Europe argues that adverse outcomes resulting from lack of wellbeing are mainly depression and other mental illnesses and thus subjective wellbeing should be measured because negative outcomes lead to costs for health services [19]. Mental disorders involve the inability to manage thoughts, emotions, behaviors and interactions with others and can be caused by social, cultural, economic, political and environmental factors; these include national policies, social protection, living standards, working conditions, and community social supports [30]. Mental health, and in particular depression, has been measured in a variety of contexts, both on a continuous scale, other times as a dichotomy (such as depressed vs. not depressed). Self-assessed health tends to reflect respondents’ mental health and thus is also an indicator of mental health [31]. Thus, mental health can be measured in a variety of different ways. Some studies have however used “wellbeing” itself as an outcome rather than mental health but again there are many available measures.

There is no single ideal wellbeing measurement [19] and through a critical examination of the operationalization of wellbeing by various measures, we intend to illustrate further the concept of wellbeing through issues that arise. The review of wellbeing measures below shows that many current measures reflect different understandings of wellbeing and often confuse objective and subjective
self-complete scales assess subjective wellbeing, while wellbeing indices include objectively measured environmental and personal conditions which are likely to lead to high subjective wellbeing (There is considerable discussion on how indices and scales should be differentiated. For the purposes of this article, a scale is multiple items usually measuring one factor, using a common set of responses (e.g., agree strongly, agree slightly, disagree slightly, disagree strongly), whereas an index is where multiple indicators are amassed). Although some have argued that a fuzzy definition of wellbeing is helpful in that it allows people to use wellbeing for their own purposes [32], we suggest that conflating objective and subjective wellbeing lays the field open to criticism as the direction of causality is difficult to infer.

In this paper, we seek to help academics and policy makers choose how to measure subjective and objective wellbeing as potential outcomes of their policies and thus we review subjective wellbeing measures and refer to some of the available general objective wellbeing measures in advance of concentrating on measure of objective wellbeing that are more likely to be affected by GHG reduction policies. Our review also informed the development of our conceptual model.

2.1. Subjective Wellbeing Measures

There are many subjective wellbeing scales (see [33–35] for more detailed overviews) and we have space here only to discuss five examples which are intended to illustrate the breadth of possible measures and help the reader to reflect upon what they believe the concept of wellbeing to be. We encourage the reader to think about more than just statistical validity and to instead consider carefully the items used in the scale. Firstly we discuss the WHO-5 scale which, after careful consideration of the items found in a number of scales, was used in the development of our conceptual model of environmental impacts on wellbeing. Other approaches to wellbeing, such as satisfaction, of course have merit and have been used in peer reviewed and well-received studies of wellbeing so we continue by describing selected alternative measurement tools and their approach to define wellbeing, illustrating the diversity of measures and concepts developed and their strengths and weaknesses.

The WHO-5 Wellbeing scale [36] was developed specifically to measure wellbeing. It has been translated into many languages and has been successfully statistically validated in a variety of populations [37–41]. It is practical to use, consisting of only five questions. Respondents are asked to rate their wellbeing on a six point scale over the last two weeks, thus it is not just measuring momentary feelings. The five items capture hedonic aspects of wellbeing (cheerfulness and good spirits, the abilities to relax, feel rested and be active) and the eudemonic aspect in “experiencing life as full of interest”.

A possible disadvantage of WHO-5 is that it was originally developed to measure wellbeing in diabetes patients and thus the wellbeing measured could be “wellbeing despite disease” which could be problematic in a healthy population. The recognition that people with physical health issues can experience high levels of wellbeing is of significance in itself and lends credence to the notion that wellbeing is more than just one end of a spectrum with disease at the other end. Measures of physical health are often included in objective wellbeing indices, as is socioeconomic status; those measuring objective wellbeing without also measuring subjective wellbeing are making assumptions that those in
poor physical health and socioeconomically disadvantaged groups are not experiencing high levels of wellbeing, but both these groups can report good levels of subjective wellbeing [40,42].

Nevertheless the WHO-5 scale has however now been successfully used in a variety of other settings in addition to diabetes research [43–45]. Notably, in the light of GHG reduction policies, the WHO-5 is included in the European Quality of Life Survey 2012 [45], which enables the measurement of linkages between external conditions (such as social, occupational, and environmental domains) and subjective wellbeing [27].

Another well-known successfully statistically validated scale measuring subjective wellbeing is the WEMWBS Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale [26,46,47]. The fourteen WEMWBS items allow the scale to widen the definition of wellbeing but are more onerous for respondents to complete. There is now a shorter seven item version available (SWEMWBS or short WEMWBS) [48]. The items are “I’ve been feeling optimistic about the future”, “I’ve been feeling useful”, “I’ve been feeling relaxed”, “I’ve been dealing with problems well”, “I’ve been thinking clearly”, “I’ve been feeling close to other people” and “I’ve been able to make up my own mind about things”. Thus the SWEMWBS is more focused on cognitive, rather than affective, aspects than WHO-5 and deliberately includes relationships with other people as part of wellbeing itself. There is consequently the possibility that this formulation of wellbeing may be less likely to apply universally to all people because perceptions of social ties with other people is, at least to some extent, culturally patterned. Both the WHO-5 and SWEMWBS phrase all items positively, in contrast to scales measuring mental illness, but the SWEMWBS scale refers to concepts that are not positive such as “dealing with problems” and “having to make decisions” which may not carry positive valence.

A different approach focuses on satisfaction with life, which can be operationalized as a single item or as a tool covering various elements. Observation of the extensive use of life satisfaction in international surveys [34] and concerns about the theoretical and empirical underpinnings of the links between hedonism and eudemonism and health [49] (which have some potential to be addressed in this paper or by theoretical and empirical research inspired by this paper), led the WHO Regional Office for Europe to adopt a single item on satisfaction with life as the core indicator for monitoring subjective wellbeing in the newly established health policy (Health 2020) [50]. An example of a more complex tool using multiple items is the successfully statistically validated “satisfaction with life scale” developed in the US [51,52]. Diener’s definition of wellbeing defines subjective wellbeing as “how people evaluate their lives” [53,54]. Thus the five items (“In most ways my life is close to my ideal”, “the conditions of my life are excellent”, “I am satisfied with my life”, “So far I have gotten the important things I want in life” and “If I could live my life over, I would change almost nothing”) are all about evaluation rather than general feelings. The comparative element in this scale may be too close to objective wellbeing as it is likely to shift a person’s thoughts towards their life conditions rather than feelings: it would be hard for a person with low socioeconomic status or poor social relationships to acquire a high score (see [42]). Furthermore as a term, “satisfaction” is highly subjective and charged with different meanings according to context; for example the rating “satisfactory” has recently changed from being acceptable to “requires improvement” for English school inspections [55].

The developers of a Dutch subjective wellbeing scale, the SPF-IL scale [56] noted that people tend to assess wellbeing affectively (as in the WHO-5) and cognitively (as in SWEMWBS) and attempts to focus respondents answers to reflect both by asking respondents about their experiences rather than
general statements. These authors used the theory of Social Production Functions to develop items intended to measure how well respondents reach goals of affection, behavioral confirmation, status, comfort and stimulation. However, the scale encompasses fifteen items, and in the validation study there were many missing values for the status items, suggesting this scale did not appeal to respondents.

Finally, the UK Office of National Statistics (ONS), uses four experimental questions on subjective wellbeing: general life satisfaction; feeling that actions are worthwhile; happiness yesterday; and anxiety yesterday [57]. These questions cover both hedonic and eudemonic aspects of wellbeing. The four questions are analyzed separately rather than being combined into a scale. Eleven point scales are used for responses. However, generally the upper limit for Likert scale responses is seven [58] due to limitations in human’s ability to visualize larger numbers [59]. Another possible criticism is that the questions only consider as far back as yesterday whereas the WHO-5 scale answers over a longer time period (two weeks). Subjective wellbeing when measured over time is surprisingly stable [60]. To be certain to be measuring this more stable concept the WHO-5 scale acknowledges the temporal context of wellbeing by asking about experiences over the duration of a two week period. Thus the ONS questions may reflect particular life events rather than a more stable feeling.

These five examples of subjective wellbeing scales provide some understanding and evaluation of the breadth of approaches to the quantitative measurement of subjective wellbeing. Whether wellbeing is primarily emotional or cognitive, whether relationships with other people are a predictor of or part of wellbeing and the universality of the wellbeing measured is likely to vary with the scale used. Only the WHO-5 and ONS clearly include both hedonic and eudemonic aspects. The cognitive assessments of SWEMWBS and evaluations of the “satisfaction with life” scale may occur from a person either reflecting that they have positive life circumstances which lead to (or result from) subjective wellbeing rather than subjective wellbeing itself (as measured by the WHO-5 scale). However, irrespective of the conceptual differences of the tools, there is little likelihood that cities regularly collect data on any of these; nevertheless the WHO-5 has the additional advantage of having been included within the EQLS 2012 [45], enabling associations between wellbeing and a variety of other dimensions to be tested, thus making it a pragmatic choice for theory development which can then be empirically tested.

2.2. Objective Wellbeing Indices

There has been growing interest in developing “objective wellbeing” [20] or “livability” [61] measures often at a national scale [6,30]. A range of projects, such as WHO Regional Office for Europe’s consultation on targets and indicators for wellbeing [49,62] and indices attempt to measure objective wellbeing, such as the OECD Better Life Index [63] and the Oxfam’s Humankind Index [7]. National measures are also being developed, for example, by Gallup (US) [64], Istat (Italy) [65], Health Utilities Inc. (Canada) [66], INSEE (France) [67] and ONS (UK) [68]. The Dutch “Leefbaarometer”, a survey run every five years, offers detailed information on a list of wellbeing issues at a zip code scale [69,70]. Commonly the indices include health, health related behaviors, sustainability and environment, socioeconomic status and social support. Social factors are more to the fore in comparison to the individualistic style of items included in subjective wellbeing scales. More detail is now provided on sustainability and environment, socioeconomic status and social support with the exception of health and health behaviors because health has been discussed previously and physical
health, although relevant, is outside the scope of this paper.

2.2.1. Sustainability and Environment

Often progress is measured in terms of GDP [8], either because wealth is seen as an end in itself or because economic wellbeing is recognized as important [32]. Wellbeing is not just about economics and striving to increase wellbeing in general, rather than GDP, has been argued to lead to a more sustainable future [8]. However, there is potential tension between wellbeing and sustainability [71]: either there is a compromise on wellbeing now to improve wellbeing for future generations or there is no compromise now but there will be severe reduction in wellbeing for future generations [72]. Wellbeing thus needs to be considered temporally (regarding future catastrophe) and spatially (regarding environments we inhabit).

Temporal conceptualizations of wellbeing take into account changes in wellbeing over time and the difference between short and long term goals [73]. It is an issue for city planners that citizens may think of their own short term wellbeing rather than the wellbeing of future generations when they evaluated GHG reduction options [74]. It may also be hard for people to change their life patterns which provide short term comfort, such as car use, for long term environmental sustainability [75].

Because many of the factors affecting wellbeing are spatially structured (as for example they involve contextual variables pertaining to local communities, such as cohesion), the environment and location-specific factors have a much larger influence in determining wellbeing than previously thought for example through natural environment characteristics, services available, and congeniality and socioeconomic status of the population [76]. It has been argued that these are as important as individual socio-economic or demographic factors [77]. The significance that respondents attribute to wellbeing and wellbeing scores can vary depending on the cultural and political context [6,78,79] but nevertheless there are sufficient synergies for comparisons between areas to be valid [42]. A spatial conceptualization can be described by maps or a lived experience of a “place” [80]) and need to bear in mind geographic scale that ranges from the individual to more aggregate levels [81,82]. Objective social indicators collected for well-defined administrative units or areas are unlikely to represent the territorial base of an individual’s wellbeing [83]. Neighborhood satisfaction, for example, will depend on the effective space “inhabited” by an individual, and be meaningful in relation to that space, rather than administrative units [84].

Thus, consideration of climate and environmental conditions is critical when analyzing objective wellbeing [77,85] and therefore, many objective wellbeing indices include parameters related to the provision of the population with adequate environmental services and conditions (e.g., the Dutch Leefbarometer covers housing, noise and green spaces, the OECD Better Life Index includes an environmental component covering air pollution and water quality and a housing component covering rooms per person and dwelling facilities, and the Humankind Index from Oxfam covers green spaces, clean and healthy environments, and having an affordable and decent home).

The literature of sustainability and wellbeing has been drawn upon in the conceptual model in the second part of this paper—although, for simplicity, the model underrepresents concepts of time and space.
2.2.2. Socioeconomic Status

One common component of objective wellbeing that has relevance for cities but warrants particular discussion is socioeconomic status (SES). There are concerns that a focus on the fuzzy concept of wellbeing may reduce the priority to decrease inequalities [86]. Nevertheless policies to reduce disadvantage should also improve wellbeing because low SES is associated with lower subjective wellbeing whereas affluence, however, is not strongly associated with higher subjective wellbeing especially when subjective wellbeing is measured in terms of stable affect rather than in terms of satisfaction [42]. This may be because materialism is associated with poorer wellbeing [72]. Thus in the urban context, it is important to be able to differentiate the wellbeing effects of policies on citizens of different socioeconomic levels.

Given that residential choices are often affected by socioeconomic status, there are spatial injustices in access to services, geographical variations in standards of living and exposure to pollution or noise, and discrepancies in access to therapeutic landscapes and health-promoting urban features [87]. Furthermore there needs to be a balance between direct effects of a policy on wellbeing and indirect effects for example through economic growth [88], as a factory may reduce health and wellbeing of the local community through air pollution but may increase health and wellbeing through employment.

2.2.3. Social Relationships

Social relationships are often viewed by social scientists through the concept of social capital. Social capital involves, in addition to positive informal social relationships, participation in clubs and voluntary associations, voting patterns and social trust [89]. Social capital can be conceived of as a kind of aggregate level of eudemonic wellbeing (and perhaps overlapping with the Chinese concept of “harmonious society” [90]).

2.3. Combined Measures

Some instruments, for example WHO QOL-BREF [91], EUROHIS-QOL [92] and the Happy Planet Index [8] combine subjective and objective wellbeing measures and subjective wellbeing is often included as one measure within what are ostensibly objective wellbeing indices (e.g., [65]). This is a problematic procedure because the two are very different concepts and should be kept separate in order to study the intricacies of the relationships between them. Similarly the Personal Wellbeing Index [93,94], although often described as a subjective wellbeing index, has a domain based approach to wellbeing (it asks about levels of satisfaction with a list of specific items (standard of living, health, achievement, relationships, safety, community and future security)). Statistical validation of the PWI shows only moderate correlation between domains [94]. Thus a domain approach may be unsatisfactory as an attempt to measure global wellbeing. A global measure is important because generating a comprehensive list of contributing domains is difficult and also domains on the list, are likely to change over time and even if they remain relevant their importance may change [21].

Furthermore given the PWI is asking about satisfaction with various domains, it is arguably measuring a concept which is on the pathway moving from objective wellbeing to subjective wellbeing rather than subjective wellbeing itself (Figure 1). The three steps on the pathway (illustrated in
Figure 1) are cognizant with the three policy relevant accounts of wellbeing: objective lists, preferences satisfaction and mental states [21,95]. Two domains are provided in Figure 1 as examples of differentiation between ‘pure’ objective wellbeing, “pure” subjective wellbeing and measures between these two poles. The example domains are thermal comfort of the home and social networks together with examples of measurements. Objectively measurable externalities are evaluated internally and then an overall feeling of subjective wellbeing is likely to arise from the merging of various domains. This pathway is relevant to our topic because for a GHG reduction policy to have a positive effect on wellbeing it will need to have a positive effect on people’s feelings as well as on objective measures. For example a policy that reduces car use may increase active mobility and reduce pollution, but it is not necessarily the case that those affected will feel positive about the forced change.

**Figure 1.** The continuum between objective and subjective wellbeing: an example with thermal comfort and social networks.

In order to operationalize the concept of wellbeing for the purpose of URGENCE research on urban policies for GHG emission reduction, we summarize our review of subjective and objective wellbeing measures: subjective wellbeing can be measured in a short scale which includes hedonic and eudemonic items but not evaluative and cognitive items whereas objective wellbeing should be measured in terms of tangible independently observed characteristics such as medical conditions, socioeconomic status and characteristics of the environment. From our review of subjective wellbeing indices we conclude that the WHO-5 is a good basis for understanding subjective wellbeing because firstly it does not include feelings about objective elements, secondly it is a global measure rather than domain based, thirdly it is feelings based rather than cognitively based and fourthly it has already been used in a European wide survey [45] of environmental and social dimensions and wellbeing as demanded by the URGENCE project.

Our review of objective wellbeing indices suggests that socioeconomic status, sustainability, relationships and physical health are important aspects but objective wellbeing will need to be defined
further for our purposes in the conceptual model. In order to develop this analysis of quantitative measures of wellbeing in the context of urban GHG policy, it is necessary to develop a conceptual model which integrates these approaches.


A conceptual model connecting subjective wellbeing, through objective wellbeing, to the potential results of GHG reduction policies is provided in Figure 2. Our conceptual model was theory driven using the wellbeing framework of subjective vs. objective wellbeing and hedonic vs. eudemonic wellbeing and additionally informed by the overview of the literature on concepts relevant to greenhouse gas emission reduction policies and wellbeing described later. The arrows indicate suspected relationships, likely effects and potential consequences which are often implicit assumptions made by policy makers and academics but have not been previously articulated. The boxes on the left represent examples of urban policies applied to mitigate climate change; the hexagons in the middle represent effects of the policies on objective wellbeing, and in the oval on the right there are facets of subjective wellbeing as measured by the WHO-5 index. The purpose of the conceptual model is to guide cities as to the areas they need to think about when considering how a particular policy could affect wellbeing, but also suggests an analytical research framework for quantifying the potential wellbeing impacts of such policies. There is evidence, or at least discussion on each pathway in the academic literature, particularly the literature on sustainability and wellbeing [72], but more work is needed on the relative strengths of associations.

3.1. Climate Change Policies in the Conceptual Model

On the left of Figure 2 are some of the GHG reduction building, transport and energy generation policies that cities in URGENCHE wanted to include in modelling. All GHG reduction policies considered by cities are aimed either at energy supply, for example biomass production, or reducing energy demand, for example through tightening the building envelope.

More context is now presented on the potential effects of and linkages between the GHG reduction policies and wellbeing. The following two sections describe the central part of the conceptual model (Figure 2) on how urban policies may affect environmental dimensions relevant for wellbeing. The effects are described in the order that they appear in the model; however many are strongly interconnected.

3.2. Objective Wellbeing Effects of GHG Reduction Policies in the Conceptual Model

In this section, objective wellbeing effects of policies on buildings, transport and industry are discussed.
Figure 2. Conceptual model of some example policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and wellbeing.
3.2.1. Building Policies and Objective Wellbeing

Housing policies on tightening building envelopes and improved insulation are likely to have positive implications for thermal comfort. However, studies have shown that a one-sided focus on energy saving without adequate consideration of ventilation rates may increase indoor pollution, dampness and mold growth, negatively affecting indoor environmental conditions [96,97]. Indoor air quality, dampness and mold growth are measurable conditions that, in addition to health, can also affect comfort and feelings of wellbeing [98].

Another potential pathway linking housing and energy efficiency with wellbeing could be the budget savings households would make by reduced heating bills, releasing this money for other household needs and thus affecting wellbeing indirectly.

3.2.2. Transport Policies and Objective Wellbeing

Transport policies are thought to affect wellbeing through ease of access to daily life destinations such as work, education, recreation and consumption, through the benefits of mobility itself (related to social relationships/social capital and physical activity), and externalities such as air and noise pollution [99].

Adequate access to a variety of destinations has been found to be important for objective wellbeing in terms of social capital, work opportunities and physical activity [99]. However, discouraging the use of private transport may reduce the accessibility of some destinations such as employment [100], cultural activities [101], green space and other destinations that engender physical activity and places to socialize [102]. Improvements in public transport and designing walkable neighborhoods [103,104] may mitigate this to some extent. However, it should be noted that the effects of accessibility may be superseded by socioeconomic status as disadvantaged areas in some cities may have many destinations on their doorstep whereas wealthy households who can afford one car per adult may commute in from great distances [105].

Social capital can be developed through encouraging active or public transport, for example through street connectivity, so that people spend more time in their local areas and through interacting with people on public transport and conversely people are more likely to walk if they have higher levels of social capital [106–108].

Finally, high numbers of petrol and diesel powered vehicles in urban settings may cause annoyance from air pollution and noise [72,109–111]. Promoting electric cars and active transport rather than petrol/diesel transport may mitigate the local environmental pollution associated with petrol and diesel use in urban traffic and reduce noise at the low speeds generally found in cities (although quieter cars travelling at speed may result in more accidents) [112].

3.2.3. Industry Policies and Objective Wellbeing

More sustainable and effective energy generation and consumption patterns within the urban industrial sector could significantly reduce not only GHG emissions, but also the emission of air pollutants within a city. Similar to the traffic-related local pollution, this could be expected to have an impact on both health and wellbeing.
Changes in energy supply and improved production technologies might not only affect energy efficiency alone, but also increase general productivity. This may affect productive and industrial activities and result in a net growth or decline in employment [113]. For example, employment decline could occur in cities where local heavy industry and energy production is outsourced to reduce CO₂ emissions within the city itself; while new employment options could be generated through green economy investments in e.g., renewable energy technology or sustainable production [114]. It is possible that low-carbon economies may enable more jobs to be created than lost [115].

In summary, housing, transport and industry policies on reducing energy consumption and GHG emissions may have direct and indirect impacts on objective wellbeing though modification of housing conditions, air quality, social capital, accessibility and unemployment. The examples of employment and potential indoor problems show that the effects are not exclusively beneficial, indicating that such policies may have caveats and negative outcomes also. However, irrespective of the evaluation of the effects as positive or negative, these environmental dimensions of objective wellbeing will have further implications for individual subjective wellbeing as discussed below.

3.3. Subjective Wellbeing Effects of GHG Reduction Policies in the Conceptual Model

The oval representing subjective wellbeing in the model provides an assessment of a “pure” form of subjective wellbeing, as the WHO-5 wellbeing score does not refer to intermediate domains such as health, personal relationships, environment or thought processes or the subjective and situated notion of satisfaction. The five WHO-5 items are included as part of wellbeing and graded by their reflection of hedonism and eudemonism. We suggest that building policies are perhaps more likely linked to hedonism and transport and industry to eudemonism in the following discussion.

3.3.1. Building Policies Implications Subjective Wellbeing (via Housing Conditions)

There is extensive literature on the importance of home and its meaning on people’s lives [116]. The ideal home may be a place of comfort to enable inhabitants to rest and relax. If housing conditions are poor—be it due to inadequate thermal comfort, dampness and indoor pollution or other factors—then a dwelling is less comfortable and it may be harder to relax [117]. This also applies to noise which may be generated by transport but largely affects people at home and strongly affects residential satisfaction, which is considered a component of overall life satisfaction and wellbeing [118], thus noise may a reduce the ability to relax and rest and to wake up feeling rested. Various studies have attempted to measure the extent to which noise causes “noise annoyance” or sleep disturbance as potential intermediary factors between noise and wellbeing [118–124].

3.3.2. Transport Policy Implications for Subjective Wellbeing (via Active Transport, Social Capital and Air Pollution)

The objective wellbeing measure of accessibility and the greenhouse gas reduction policy of encouraging active transport are linked to the subjective wellbeing aspect of being active and realization of personal interests [125]. However, they potentially work in opposing directions, as encouraging active transport engenders increased physical activity (which is positive for good spirits
and being active) [101] but reducing the use of other modes of transport could reduce the available venues for such activity to take place.

The same is likely to apply to increased interpersonal contacts and social capital as a potential consequence of more active and public transport, which is likely to interact with cheerfulness and good spirits as well as being active and experiencing life full of interest [126–128]. However, unsafe neighborhoods where people are afraid to be out alone or after dark may counteract such a positive wellbeing effect and actually restrict the ability to relax, to be in good spirits, and to be active within the local neighborhood area [129].

However, no trade-offs would be expected for noise and air pollution, as these should be reduced by the GHG transport interventions and thus improve subjective wellbeing without negative side effects. Perceived levels of noise and air pollution are associated with life satisfaction and happiness [130,131]. More directly, air pollution from SO$_2$, NO$_2$, PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{10}$, has been found to be associated with mental health [132] in addition to established detrimental physical health effects [110].

3.3.3. Industry Policy Implications for Subjective Wellbeing (via Air Pollution and Employment)

In addition to reducing air pollution from transport, reducing air pollution from industry is likely to have beneficial effects on wellbeing [133] and additionally creation of a cleaner environment may be evidence of responsive governance reducing feelings of powerlessness and stigma among nearby residents [134,135].

The other objective wellbeing effect of industrial change through complying with GHG reduction policies identified is employment opportunities. Becoming unemployed is associated with poor mental health which tends to improve after regaining employment [136]. This is likely to reflect the “eudemonic” aspect of wellbeing [137] (activity level, experiencing life with full interest). Additionally subjective wellbeing effects of unemployment are likely to be related to changes in income [138].

In summary, there seem to be strong conceptual links between urban policies to reduce GHG emissions and wellbeing. It is, however, difficult to quantify this conceptual model, firstly because cities and other health authorities do not often collect WHO-5 or other subjective wellbeing measurements routinely and secondly because a quantitative assessment is often not feasible due to missing information on the nature and the extent of the relationships between urban dimensions and wellbeing. In the next section possible alternatives for wellbeing assessment are described, and other issues to note in the conceptualisation of wellbeing are addressed. GHG reduction interventions at an urban level could have some effect on wellbeing, but as indicated above these could be compensated or counteracted by other factors, such as economic contraction, thus hiding the potential effects of the interventions. Bearing in mind these difficulties, we present below a potential methodological approach for conducting a wellbeing assessment that we have developed for URGENCHE.

4. Quantification of the Theoretical Links between City Conditions and Wellbeing

Our conceptual model makes suggestions about links between wellbeing and GHG reduction emission policies. Quantification of these theoretical links would be useful for cities wishing to carry out a “wellbeing impact assessment” of policies in a similar way to a Health Impact Assessment (HIA).
Literature on linkages between urban conditions (objective wellbeing) which might be affected by the policies in Figure 2, and associated subjective wellbeing which offers an indication to contextualize the conceptual framework and suggestions for further research and discussion, was compiled. As not much evidence was available using the concept of wellbeing itself, allied concepts of mental health and satisfaction were considered in addition to wellbeing, as potential outcomes considered.

Each literature compilation was based on searches of the Web of Knowledge, PubMed and Google Scholar databases. For some of the linkages, very little research was found and Google itself was searched: we supplemented these findings with references known to the authors and for topics with little research, scanning of bibliographies. If an interesting article was found we conducted additional searches for similar articles. If a search did not appear to be generating relevant articles we truncated our evaluation of the papers found. The main searches were started in the traditional way by searching for key words, downloading articles and then searching for relevant papers looking first at the titles then the abstracts and then the full papers. Supplementary searches were made later where only relevant papers were downloaded to databases. The search terms used and references generated from the searches are presented in Table 1. Papers were included in our compilation if they presented statistics on quantitative associations between policy implications (or objective wellbeing) and subjective wellbeing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area and Search Number</th>
<th>Search Terms *</th>
<th>Total Papers</th>
<th>Papers Providing Quantitative Assessment of Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| BUILDINGS                    | "((damp/mold/mould) / (thermal comfort/(cold & housing))) & (self-assessed health/mental health/ depression)"
| 1                            | "(heat stress/air conditioning) & (wellbeing/ depression/ mental health)" | 93 | 9 |
| 2                            | NA **            | NA **        | 1 |
| TRANSPORT                    | "(air pollution/noise) & (mental health/depression)" | 54 | 19 |
| 1                            | "(public transport/exercise/physical activity) & (mental health/anxiety/depression)"
| 2 ***                        | "(commute* /transport mode/public transport/active transport) & (social capital/community/social network /volunteer * /cultur *)" | 568 | 1 (public transport related) |
| 3                            | NA **            | NA **        | 15 |
| 4                            | "(accessibility/exclusion) & transport & wellbeing" | NA | 7 |
| 5                            | "(green/environment/sustainable) & wellbeing" | NA | 7 |
| 6                            | "(affordability /frugality) & (wellbeing/depression/mental health)" | NA | 5 |
| INDUSTRY                     | "(unemployment/employment/job) & (greenhouse gas)" | 49 | 0 |

Notes: * In some searches these search terms were modified in order to acquire more papers if papers discovered implied other search terms would be beneficial; ** NA (and italic font) indicate “not applicable” — these were supplemental searches where papers were only added to the database if they were found to contain relevant quantitative assessment of links; *** Transport search 2 papers were only considered further if they related to public transport as the relationship between physical activity and mental health was considered established.

Searches for articles on damp and thermal comfort and wellbeing generated reasonable numbers of papers on cold and damp housing. Due to a lack of papers found on uncomfortably hot housing a
supplemental search was conducted but only one paper with quantification of links between too hot housing and wellbeing was found.

Transport policy searches included firstly a search on noise and air pollution and wellbeing. Several studies had attempted quantification of links. Secondly there were searches regarding transport mode and wellbeing, only one reference considered public transport and physical activity, via walking to public transport and only one qualitative reference on public transport and mental health was found. More references were found through searches for active transport and social capital. References on the association between accessibility and mental health were found through supplementary searches but mostly through searches of reference lists.

Transport related GHG reduction policies include encouraging use of alternative transport fuels and in the conceptual model this was posed to affect subjective wellbeing through air pollution alone. Additional supplementary searches were made looking at other consequences of these policies that might affect subjective wellbeing. It was thought that biofuels might lead to subjective wellbeing benefits through adoption of a greener lifestyle and that electric cars might make motoring less affordable.

Although there were 49 references in the energy and employment database, no references presented generalizable quantitative assessments of the relationship between GHG reduction policies and changes in employment industry or power generation.

A selection of findings, with some notes on their potential for quantification of wellbeing effects, is provided in Table 2. We assessed study quality through study design (cross-sectional or longitudinal), sample size, sample location (city, region, or country wide for example) and the statistic that was presented. The choice of statistic affects whether results provided could be used by policy makers to predict the results of implementing a policy on wellbeing in their jurisdiction; ideally we were looking for exposure response functions (ERFs), with the next preference being rate ratios; then odds ratios and the least useful being percentages or proportions.

In traditional HIA, ERFs are used to show that, for example, a reduction in damp in x% homes will lead to a decrease of y% in asthma cases. However, only few ERFs have been estimated as yet between city conditions and wellbeing outcomes (such as between noise and noise annoyance), which makes it very difficult to carry out wellbeing assessments similar to the methods applied for HIA. In addition, there are methodological concerns about those that have been estimated, particularly about the direction of causality [101,139].

In general, the literature search revealed profound weaknesses in existing quantitative approaches to wellbeing measurement. There were conceptual problems with direction of causation, for example does walking increase social capital or are individuals with higher levels of social capital more likely to walk [101,140–149]? Does damp increase depression or are depressed people less likely to deal with damp or more likely to report housing problems? The majority of the studies identified were cross-sectional and thus unable to explore these connections in sufficient depth [150]. It is likely, however, that bi-directional causal models would be needed, involving feedback mechanisms between causes and effects; this would be more challenging than a traditional one-direction causal model [118].
Table 2. Selected examples of wellbeing implications of urban GHG policy implications and potential for quantification of associations *.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>Implications</th>
<th>Objective Wellbeing Aspects Explored</th>
<th>Subjective Wellbeing Aspects Explored</th>
<th>Notes on Potential for Quantification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BUILDINGS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tightening building envelope &amp; improving insulation</td>
<td>Reduced air flow and reduced heat loss through building envelope</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Mould and damp</td>
<td>Some evidence of a relationship found [98,150–158] but many studies are cross sectional or based in the UK (particularly the West of Scotland where there is a particular concentration of damp housing and disadvantage). Some odds ratios available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-assessed health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfaction with indoor air quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Thermal comfort</td>
<td>Most literature appears to have focused on insufficiently warm housing [152–158] whereas the combination of global warming and increased ventilation may lead to insufficiently cool housing [159]. Some odds ratios available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Residential satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-assessed health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRANSPORT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolls &amp; Parking restrictions</td>
<td>Reduce private car use</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Air pollution</td>
<td>Fairly consistent findings [160–162] and one Canadian research team has provided relative risks [132,163–165]. However there are many differences by time of year, type of air pollution and gender. Some relative risks available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suicide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mental Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Annoyance</td>
<td></td>
<td>ERFs developed for Europe [166,167] but direction of causality could be an issue [139].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sleep disturbance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Annoyance</td>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>Fairly consistent associations [98,118,121,122,168–173]. ERFs developed for annoyance and sleep disturbance [174,175]. Again direction of causality could be an issue [139].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Unpublished data compiled by the authors.
Table 2. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>Implications</th>
<th>Objective Wellbeing Aspects Explored</th>
<th>Subjective Wellbeing Aspects Explored</th>
<th>Notes on Potential for Quantification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tolls &amp; Parking restrictions</td>
<td>Reduce private car use</td>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>There is a little, mostly descriptive, research on accessibility and wellbeing mostly from one Australian research team [99,176–181] which is suggestive of an association.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biofuels</td>
<td>Leading a green lifestyle</td>
<td>Life satisfaction</td>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>A consistent relationship found between leading a green lifestyle and wellbeing but studies have tended to use scales rather than dichotomous outcomes so the search did not find any ratios—generalising from the particular scales used is difficult [182–185].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric cars</td>
<td>Cars are less affordable</td>
<td>Affordability</td>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>Studies on affordability and wellbeing are inconclusive [99,182,183,186–188]. Again outcomes tend to be on a continuous scale so ratios were not found.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion of public transport</td>
<td>Use of public transport</td>
<td>Use of public transport</td>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>A few qualitative &amp; descriptive studies [189] or benefits via extra walking [190].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle paths and foot paths</td>
<td>More walking and cycling</td>
<td>Social capital: informal social</td>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>Studies tend to be cross sectional so difficult to tell the direction of causation [101,140–149]. Odds ratios are available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>networks, community participation,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>trust, voting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical activity levels</td>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>There is a vast literature in this area (e.g., [101,191–199]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industries encouraged/ discouraged by city</td>
<td>Change in employment due to cc policies e.g., Power generation</td>
<td>Unemployment</td>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>One European study has looked at climate change policies and unemployment but the results were not presented in a generalizable manner [113] and other papers are descriptive [200–203].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * Shaded cells with bold font depict relationships which were assessed for quantification.
Secondly there were many concerns about generalizability. Some studies only provided proportions rather than odds ratios or relative risks [138,140,141]; research on some topics has often concentrated on a particular geographical area with a particular culture or weather conditions; additionally many different wellbeing outcomes were measured. Most studies used measures of life satisfaction or mental health, particularly depression rather than subjective wellbeing, often through a plethora of scales rather than a dichotomous measure, so it is not possible to tell the extent to which a score or a change on a particular scale could be generalized to another [167,168,172].

Thirdly it is difficult to distinguish or disentangle concurrent effects, and for example, to establish the extent to which higher levels of depression are related to damp or cold housing, or to generally low socioeconomic status that may be associated with low-quality housing with a higher likelihood for dampness or inadequate thermal performance [93].

Fourthly many studies had not focused on the most relevant aspects, for example most of the literature concentrated on the impact of insufficiently warm housing rather than over warm housing which may be a more pressing issue in settings with reduced ventilation and increasing temperatures. Furthermore some topics, such as the effect of changing power generation source on unemployment, have received little attention within existing research.

In conclusion, there were many relevant studies on wellbeing or wellbeing-related outcomes of urban environmental conditions, but they did not provide the quality of evidence needed for underpinning a wellbeing assessment of specific urban interventions. Few ERF values were found and even when they were identified there were concerns over their validity. Thus new approaches are needed to assess wellbeing effects of policy interventions. Such a new methodology should involve firstly quantification of subjective wellbeing in relation to specific urban conditions to derive risk ratios and allow for wellbeing assessments to be done in the same way as HIAs. If such risk ratios cannot be identified or modelled, other and potentially more crude or basic measures might have to be considered to enable a first, indicative assessment of potential wellbeing impact of urban policies. For such approaches, all data sources providing information on urban conditions and wellbeing could be of interest.

We recommend urban policy-makers take the following steps, based on those underpinning traditional HIA exercises. Firstly baseline levels of subjective wellbeing and city conditions should be determined, perhaps through use or modification of already-existing data and survey methods such as the EQLS [45] which was conducted in 2003, 2007 and 2012 and includes measures of housing conditions, perceived air quality, traffic and greenspace together with measures of subjective wellbeing (WHO-5 (Note that some of the translations of the WHO-5 used in EQLS are different from the translations specified by the developers of WHO-5), happiness and life satisfaction). Alternatively cities with sufficient resources may wish to conduct their own wellbeing survey into which tools targeting subjective wellbeing and life satisfaction should also be embedded (see [33–35] for guidance on various wellbeing measures.)

Secondly estimates are needed regarding the potential effects of policies on urban living conditions (objective wellbeing). The URGENCHE project is developing strategies for estimating such
effects [1,204,205]. This includes, for instance, the relationship between change in traffic flow (via, for example, the implementation of a congestion charge) and air pollution.

Thirdly estimates are needed regarding the relationship between city conditions and subjective wellbeing. For some relationships estimates could perhaps be developed (Table 2) although, given the issues identified above, they should be used with caution. For other wellbeing effects, alternative ways must be found to quantify the effect of a given policy on urban conditions and associated changes in subjective wellbeing at population level; for an example see work by Rehdanz and Maddison [131].

5. Conclusions

In this paper we discuss the theoretical aspects that are to be considered when linking wellbeing to urban policies. In brief, we suggest that urban policies should be evaluated within a broad health perspective that includes wellbeing. Wellbeing assessment requires a consistent conceptual model that can then also enable prioritization of interventions. While we have chosen the WHO-5 scale to describe our conceptual model on environmental influences on wellbeing, other wellbeing approaches may be as reasonable and indeed we need to know the effects of policies on satisfaction with various life domains and overall (as recommended by the WHO Regional Office for Europe Health 2020 policy monitoring framework [49,50]), in addition to developing further understanding of the theoretical and empirical links behind policies’ consequences for psychological functioning and hedonic and eudemonic wellbeing.

Here, we have proposed a conceptual model of wellbeing that should make understanding the concept of wellbeing and effects on wellbeing from policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions easier for local policy makers. Care must be taken when measuring wellbeing to differentiate subjective wellbeing (positive affect) from objective wellbeing (personal, social and environmental conditions that are likely to engender feelings of subjective wellbeing). Dangers of not separating objective and subjective wellbeing may include assumptions by policy makers (and citizens) that high levels of objectively measurable assets are desirable when the literature on subjective wellbeing and socioeconomic status suggests that although disadvantage does reduce subjective wellbeing, affluence does not increase subjective wellbeing [42]. Moreover sustainability issues imply that overconsumption will lead to objective and subjective wellbeing declines for all long term [206].

Climate change policies include buildings, transport, and energy generation interventions and they all theoretically have implications for wellbeing. However there remains a lack of thorough research exploring such interconnections. This lack of attention means that as yet it appears not possible to conduct wellbeing assessments equivalent in rigor to a traditional HIA. However, the compilation of literature reported here did not conform to the stipulations of a systematic review and we recommend that systematic reviews of each of the conceptualized associations are conducted to contribute to future wellbeing assessments of policies. Within these, searches of other databases, such as Cochrane and Psychinfo, should be considered.

Furthermore it is important to acknowledge the local context given the variations found in the wellbeing scores in different settings and cultures, and that wellbeing and the effects of policies are likely to differ by socioeconomic status. The co-existence of environmental exposures and socio-economic factors, known for some agents and some health effects, involve synergistic
interactions; this phenomenon is poorly understood even for physical agents and “hard” health outcomes, so its occurrence in the domain of wellbeing is highly speculative. However, because wellbeing involves perceived health, acceptability of risks and ability to cope with such risks, it can be expected that socio-economic factors such as education may play an important role.

Risk estimates, as well as prevalence differences, can be used to provide some sense of the potential impacts. Depending on the intervention and mechanism, variations of the assessment chain and quantification are possible. These can be used to develop a framework for assessing health and wellbeing effects of policies in order develop priorities for urban policy.
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